I review the status of supersymmetry after the 2011 LHC search results. I concentrate in particular on interpretations beyond the conventional CMSSM, including i) natural SUSY with light stops, and ii) the so-called phenomenological MSSM, which is a general parametrization of the MSSM at the weak scale, without boundary conditions imposed by specific SUSY breaking schemes. We will see that the current searches are not yet sensitive to some of the theoretically most interesting scenarios.
Introduction
Before the LHC turn-on, we had a very optimistic view: if SUSY is light (as we of course all expected) it will be discovered early on, in particular much earlier than the Higgs, which is much harder to find. Today, with about 5 fb −1 of data per experiment collected at √ s = 7 TeV, a the situation is quite different. Tantalizing hints of a Higgs signal are emerging [1] , but there is no signal of new physics whatsoever. Indeed, the direct search limits from ATLAS and CMS are pushing the SUSY mass scale to M SUSY > 1 TeV [2] [3] [4] , at least in simplistic models like the constrained MSSM (CMSSM), see Fig. 1 . Even worse, precision measurements in the flavor sector are pushing the (flavor) scale of new physics out into the multi-TeV range [5] . So is SUSY in trouble? To assess this question, let us first (re)consider the main arguments why we generally like to expect M SUSY < 1 TeV.
• A solution to the naturalness and gauge hierarchy problems: this relies on the cancellation of quadratic divergencies of the Higgs mass, when embedded in e.g. a GUT theory, see e.g. [6] . For this the superpartners of the particles which have a large coupling to the Higgs should be not too heavy. Therefore we expect in particular light stops, but also light higgsinos, and a somewhat light gluino (to keep the stop light). The rest of the spectrum may however be heavier, above a TeV.
• Gauge coupling unification: this needs first of all new TeV-scale fermionic states (in addition to a light Higgs doublet). In the MSSM this means light gauginos and higgsinos. The scalars could be heavy-even superheavy like in split SUSY [7, 8] • Radiative electroweak symmetry breaking (REWSB) and a light Higgs [6] : to my mind an extremely attractive feature of the MSSM. However, once the particle content of the model is supersymmetric, REWSB is essentially is a heavy top effect, independent of the exact values of the soft-breaking terms. Besides, m h > 115 GeV prefers somewhat heavy stops (the so-called finetuning prize of LEP [9, 10] ), which will get only more severe if m h 125 GeV is confirmed, see e.g. [11] . Furthermore, electroweak (EW) precision measurements prefer heavy SUSY [12] .
• Dark matter candidate: if R-parity is conserved, the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is an excellent dark matter candidate. However, a TeV-scale LSP could very well do the job, it just needs some efficient annihilation mechanism. Indeed, a pure higgsino LSP, for instance, should weight about 1 TeV to have Ωh 2 0.1.
Another very important point to keep in mind is that most SUSY mass limits have been obtained within the CMSSM, which is characterized by just four-and-a-half parameters: a universal scalar mass m 0 , gaugino mass m 1/2 and trilinear coupling A 0 defined at the GUT scale M GUT ∼ 10 16 GeV, plus tan β and sign(µ). The complete spectrum is then determined from renormalization group running. The CMSSM thus features a very specific mass pattern.
First of all, the assumption of gaugino-mass universality leads to M 1 : M 2 : M 3 1 : 2 : 7 with M 1 0.4 m 1/2 at the electroweak scale. Moreover, for not too large scalar soft terms m 0 and A 0 , |µ| 2 m 2 1/2 . The lightest neutralino is then mostly bino, the second-lightest mostly wino, and the heavier ones mostly higgsinos:χ 0 1 ∼B,χ 0 2 ∼W 3 ,χ 0 3,4 ∼H 0 1,2 . Likewise,χ ± 1 ∼W 3 andχ ± 2 ∼H ± . Light higgsinos and large gaugino-higgsino mixing occur only for large m 0 , in the so-called focus-point or hyperbolic branch region.
Furthermore, for the first two generations of squarks one finds M 2
with K ∼ 4.5 to 6.5. This means that also the squark masses are tightly related to the gluino mass. To be more concrete, mq ≈ mg unless m 0 is very large. In turn, the gluino mass limit in the CMSSM strongly depends on m 0 , as can be seen in Fig. 1 . In fact, for mq mg, the gluino mass limit goes down to about 750 GeV. Furthermore, interpretations within "Simplified Models" show [13] that allowing the gluino-LSP mass difference to vary, the limit can become as low as mg 400-500 GeV.
The simplifying assumption of universality at the GUT scale makes the model very predictive and a convenient showcase for SUSY phenomenology. Indeed, it is interesting to present limits within the CMSSM because it provides an easy way to show performances and compare limits or reaches. On the other hand, the interpretation of experimental results in the (m 0 , m 1/2 ) plane
Figure 2: Natural electroweak symmetry breaking constrains the superpartners on the left to be light. Meanwhile, the superpartners on the right can be heavy, M 1 TeV, without spoiling naturalness. From [14] .
risks imposing unwarranted constraints on SUSY, as many mass patterns and signatures that are possible a priori are not covered in the CMSSM.
Natural SUSY
Natural electroweak symmetry breaking is the leading motivation for why we might expect to discover SUSY particles at the LHC. For the MSSM, the naturalness requirement can be summarized by the tree-level relation
Evidently, the contributions to the right-hand side of eq. (1) must be tuned against each other to achieve electroweak symmetry breaking and the correct m Z . For SUSY being "natural", this tuning should not be too severe. Equation (1) thus provides guidance as to which superpartners are required to be light-namely those with the strongest coupling the Higgs. In particular, the higgsinos should not be too heavy because their mass is controlled by µ. The stop and gluino masses, correcting m 2 Hu at one and two-loop order, respectively, also cannot be too heavy. By SU(2), this also constrains the left sbottom to be light. The masses of the rest of the superpartners, including the squarks of the first two generations, are not important for naturalness and can be much heavier than the present LHC reach. This defines the spectrum of "natural SUSY" as depicted in Fig. 2 .
The question to what extend current LHC results constrain (or invalidate) natural SUSY was investigated in [14] . It turned out that the strongest limits come from searches for jets plus missing energy. The result of the analysis is shown in Fig. 3 . There is a stronger limit on the left-handed stop (left plot) than the right-handed stop (right plot), because of the additional presence of a sbottom, in the left-handed case, leading to an overall larger production crosssection than for the right-handed stop. In both cases the limits are set by both stops and bottoms decaying to b-jets and chargino or neutralino respectively.
The limits based on 1 fb −1 at 7 TeV are roughly mt 
Phenomenological MSSM
The question to ask next is what current LHC data really tell us, and do not tell us, about the SUSY in general. Of course the 100 parameters of the general MSSM are too many to scan over, not to speak of extensions of the MSSM. With a few well-motivated assumptions we can, however, greatly reduce the dimensionality of the problem: assuming that R-parity is conserved, there are no new CP phases, the sfermion mass matrices and trilinear couplings are flavor-diagonal, the first two generations of sfermions are degenerate and their trilinear couplings are negligible, we arrive at the so-called phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) [15] . ( We also assume that the lightest neutralino is the LSP.) The pMSSM has 19 free parameters defined at the SUSY scale,
• the gaugino mass parameters M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ;
• the ratio of the Higgs VEVs tan β = v 2 /v 1 ;
• the higgsino mass parameter µ and the pseudo-scalar Higgs mass m A ;
• 10 sfermion mass parameters mF , whereF
, etc.), and
• 3 trilinear couplings A t , A b and A τ , in addition to the SM parameters, and is thus independent of any SUSY breaking scheme. Indeed it is important to note that [16] "the pMSSM leads to a much broader set of predictions for the properties of the SUSY partners as well as for a number of experimental observables than those found in any of the conventional SUSY breaking scenarios such as mSUGRA [CMSSM] . This set of models can easily lead to atypical expectations for SUSY signals at the LHC." In [17] , taking a Bayesian approach, we interpreted the results of SUSY searches published by the CMS collaboration based on the first ∼1 fb −1 of data at 7 TeV within the pMSSM, thus deriving constraints on the SUSY particles with as few simplifying assumptions as possible. To be concrete, we used the results from three independent CMS analyses: the α Probability density
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Probability density The initial sampling was done by means of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), for which we used a number of "preLHC" constraints such as BR(b → sγ), BR(B s → µµ), ∆a µ , and Higgs mass limits, see [17] for details. (Note that we not to impose any constraint on Ωh 2 .) From 1.5×10 7 collected Markov-chain points we then drew a subset of 5×10 5 points, for each of which we generated 10K events using PYTHIA6 [21] . The response of the CMS detector was mimicked using Delphes [22] . The simulated event count for the α T hadronic, SS and OS dilepton analyses (with selection criteria as described in [18] [19] [20] ) was then compared to the observed event counts and background estimates from the official CMS results [18] [19] [20] . The final posterior probability is then approximated by weighting each pMSSM point by the "CMS likelihood" from each of the three analyses. Figure 4 shows marginalized 1-dimensional (1D) posterior probability density functions of various sparticle and Higgs masses resulting from this analysis. The light blue histograms represent the preLHC probability densities. (Theχ Probability density
Probability density densities after inclusion of the results of all three analyses. It is evident that with current LHC data-sets, the di-lepton analyses have very little effect on the posterior densities, while the α T hadronic analysis pushes the gluino and 1 st /2 nd -generation squark masses towards higher values.
(What is relevant here is any change in the onset of the posterior distribution, not the high-mass behavior.) We also note the slight effect on theχ 0 1 LSP mass. The masses of other sparticles, including charginos, sleptons and 3 rd -generation squarks, are basically unaffected by the current LHC results. This contrasts with the CMSSM case, in which all these masses are correlated through their dependence on m 1/2 and m 0 .
Finally, we see that the Higgs mass distributions, including that of m h , remain unaffected by current SUSY searches. It is interesting to note that the Higgs mass window of m h = 123-128 GeV has 27.4% probability in our analysis; this decreases only marginally to 26.4% when requiring Ωh 2 < 0.136. Likewise, it is interesting that the SUSY mass distributions in Fig. 4 remain unaffected by requiring m h = 123-128 GeV; the only impact is in fact on A t and the stop mixing parameter X t /M S [23]. For a discussion of the implications of a 125 GeV Higgs for SUSY, let me refer to the talk by Nazila Mahmoudi [24] .
The probability of finding Ωh 2 < 0.136 is 55%, while 0.094 < Ωh 2 < 0.136 has 1% probability, see the right-most plot in Fig. 5 . The other plots in this figure show the 1D posterior distributions of tan β, µ, BR(b → sγ) and BR(B s → µ + µ − ). Note that the tan β distribution is almost flat for tan β ≈ 10-50, and that we observe an only marginal preference for µ > 0 with p(µ > 0) ≈ 0.53, both pre-and post-LHC results.
The effect of going from 1 fb −1 to 5 fb −1 is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Here we use simple rescaling to obtain results corresponding to 5 fb −1 , assuming that the analyses do not change too much. As can be seen, the improvement in sensitivity is of the order of 200 GeV forg andq L masses, and a bit more forq R masses. The sensitivity to other sparticles hardly improves.
Our approach also allows us to study correlations between sparticle masses in a straightforward way, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . As can be seen, the sensitivity to the gluino mass corresponds to that found in the CMSSM only for light charginos and neutralinos. As the gluino : chargino (or gluino : neutralino) mass ratio decreases, one looses in sensitivity. For mχ0 1 , mχ± 1 400-500 GeV, no limit other than that the gluino must be heavier than the LSP can be derived with 1 fb −1 . This only marginally changes with 5 fb −1 at 7 TeV.
Let me stress finally that pMSSM points with low signal significance, such that they escape the current searches, do not necessarily have low cross section. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 , where we show the signal significance versus total SUSY cross section both preLHC and after the three CMS analyses. As one can see, points that escape LHC detection (significance < 2) can still have cross sections as large as ≈1 pb. In Fig. 8 , about 2/3 of the points with large cross section but low signal significance have dominantly EW-ino production with small χ 0 2 -χ 0 1 mass splitting, so that the decay products are too soft to pass the analysis cuts. Another important class is smallq L,R -χ 0 1 mass splitting, leading to soft jets and low E miss T .
Conclusions
Current SUSY searches at the LHC are pushing squark and gluino mass limits beyond 1 TeV within constrained models. However, they still provide rather limited constraints on supersymmetry in general. With the currently available data and searches, we have indeed been able to probe only a small portion of the vast MSSM parameter space, while many regions are still waiting to be explored. These are in particular "natural SUSY" scenarios, scenarios with dominantly EW production, and scenarios with small mass splittings (compressed spectra). There is hence ample of room for SUSY to hide from discovery during the first phase of LHC. A complementary study [25] based on flat scans comes to analogous conclusions. 
